Destiny Connection Group
Can love DCG #3
Heart merge DCG #2
Loving mate DCG #1
Others can love DCG #5
Purpose Find DCG #6
Receive and accept love DCG #4
Successful at purpose DCG #7

Can love DCG #3
The remedy is designed to antidote the physiological infections in the brain that cause the
inability to love. The issue is so fundamental to our actions that the remedy releases many blocks
to our destiny.
Heart merge DCG #2
Aimed at removing the blocks to a union so deep it feels like the hearts merge and share as one.
Loving mate DCG #1
Designed to remove the blocking virus and related pathogens to attracting your mate.
Others can love DCG #5
The most common symptom of this block is concluding you have to direct or do most everything.
You can serve the world elegantly, but if you block the love others want to give you, you block
the destiny of your gift and yourself.
Purpose Find DCG #6
This formula is for the virus combination that produces a feeling of inability to find your purpose
in life.
Receive and accept love DCG #4
An antidote to the fundamental blocks to all aspects of our destiny. Physiologically the infection
in the brain nerves affects most visceral actions. You therefore feel the block in every part of
you. In some way your body and psyche literally cringe from the prospect of receiving or
accepting love. You may have acclimated to the cringe propensity. This remedy is designed to
make cringe uncommon and welcome of love more easy.

Successful at purpose DCG #7
The universe has arranged that you can be prosperous and successful at performing your life
purpose. This formula is for the physiological infections that get between that truth and your
perception of that truth.

